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Santa School student Jerry Julian of Colorado Springs, Colorado sits in the coal pile Pere Marquette 1225 steam train contemplating which bad kids will receive a piece of coal for Christmas on October 19,
2018 in Owosso, Michigan. The Charles W. Howard Santa Claus School was established in 1937. The school teaches the history of Saint Nicholas and Santa Claus, proper dress and use of make-up and
singing, voice, and presentation skills during the three day course. — AFP

Visitors look at a model of Monumental sculptural portrait of
Karl Marx by Russia’s sculptor Lev Kerbel during exhibition
“Karl Marx forever” at the State Russian Museum in Saint
Petersburg. — AFP photos

A visitor looks at a painting ‘Das Kapital’ by Russian artist
Igor Baskakov.

No Russian artist painted revolutionary
thinker Karl Marx during his lifetime and yet
his image even now 200 years  after his birth
remains ubiquitous. Hundreds of those

images-on canvas, in bronze, on vases, tapestries and
posters-have now been brought together in a new
exhibition in Saint Petersburg. “Attitudes towards Marx
have changed many times, but the works of art will stay
forever,” said Evgenia Petrova of the State Russian
Museum at the opening of the three-hall display.
Statues of the German philosopher, whose theories
were turned into the basis of communism by his follow-
ers, are still a common sight in Russia and most cities
have a street named after him, despite the collapse of
the Soviet Union in the 1990s. 

Marx died in London in 1881 at the age of 64. His
grave at the city’s Highgate Cemetery is still a major
tourist draw. The exhibition includes pre-Russian revo-
lution works such as a 1905 bust by sculptor Anna
Golubkina, as well as irony-tinged contemporary works.
“For those of us who grew up in the Soviet era, Marx,
Engels and Lenin were like the Holy Trinity. They were
everywhere in public life,” said Tatyana Yakovleva, a 69-

year-old pensioner visiting the museum. “The exhibit,
Karl Marx Forever”, runs until 14 January, 2019, at the
State Russian Museum in Saint Petersburg. — AFP

Banksy admits
shredding stunt 

didn’t go as planned

Banksy has admitted that one of his biggest
pranks yet didn’t really go according to plan. The
British street artist created an art world sensa-

tion by sending one of his paintings through a shred-
der hidden in a frame moments after it sold at auction
for £1,042,000 ($1.4 million, 1.2 million euros). Experts
say the “Girl with Balloon” is now probably worth
even more because the stunt created a media stir that
made many reassess their understanding of perform-
ance art. But there was always a nagging question:
Why did only half the painting slip through the frame?

Was there a deeper meaning? Did Banksy-whose
identity is known only to a select group of loyal
friends-try to tell us something we were still failing to
grasp? The secretive artist admitted on a video post-
ed on his Instagram account this week that the real
answer was much simpler. The painting got stuck. “In
rehearsal it worked every time,” he wrote at the end of
a three-minute clip showing how he practiced sending
an identical painting through a shredder in a frame.
The entire thing sailed straight through.

Secret auction footage 
The video itself was a classic Banksy piece of

political art, poking fun at all the attention he had gen-
erated. It showed a white man dressed in a black outfit
installing a shredder into a fancy frame with the red
balloon painting. The clip then switched to secretly
filmed footage of the London auction itself. men in
suits and women wearing sparkling jewelry milled
around the painting as a Sotheby’s auctioneer extolled
its virtues. “We’ve had a lot of interest on it as you can
imagine. It’s I think by far the most asked about lot in
the sale,” he says.

“The artist put the frame up as well. You get that
quite often with Banksy-he quite likes the romanticism
of having a National Gallery-esque frame.” The auc-
tion resumes and the video’s pace speeds up as it
focuses on the anxious participants who watch as the
bidding price shoots up. The hammer soon falls and an
extreme close-up shows an anonymous hand press a
small remote control device that looks like a garage
door opener. It starts beeping and the picture stars
falling through its frame. Those in the room take two
or three seconds to notice-and then start whipping
out their phones to capture the moment on film. The
auctioneer himself says nothing and continues
mechanically turning pages laid out before him while
watching the painting being turned into paper
spaghetti. —AFP

A visitor looks at the artwork ‘Chapel of Marxism’ pictorial and architectural object by the
Wizard artists artistic sect at the exhibition “Karl Marx forever”.

Russian exhibit puts
Marx in the picture, 200

years after his birth

A visitor looks at the painting ‘Symbols of Faith’ by Russian
artist Vadim Grigoriev at the exhibition “Karl Marx forever”.


